Chart’s solution for Power Generation is the preferred for industrial applications to public utilities and beyond. Designed for seasonal to 24/7 operations, flow rates range from 2,000 SCFH to 400,000 SCFH.

**Chart can:**
- Bring decades of experience in LNG solutions
- Facilitate the use of a clean-burning, safe fuel alternative
- Help you understand equipment/systems needs and landed costs
- Focus on redundancy – if your equipment is critical to your process
- Provide pre-engineered/factory built modules designed for ease of installation
From Micro to Large Regasification Systems

**Typical systems can include:**

- LNG Bulk Storage
- Off Load Skid
- Gasification System – engineered for flow requirements and local atmospheric conditions
- Control system for manual or automatic operations
- Telemetry
- Odorizer system
- Project management
- Training and commissioning